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Our Royal Oaks World School logo interprets the
goals as well as the vision – mission of the school.
The Oak tree is a metaphor for the qualities of
character – strength, endurance, courage,
generosity, integrity, honesty and compassion. The
symbols are a creative representation of academic
excellence – in wisdom, in skills, in knowledge and
in values. The circular Red aureole provides an all
encompassing environment for development –
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, emotional and
physical.
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Red Day
Red is the colour of fire and joy.
It is a very emotionally intense colour.
Our Little Oaks students represented
this colour with beautiful activities,
through which they learnt about this
vibrant shade.
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Yellow Day
Yellow is the colour of freshness,
happiness, positivity and energy.
Through fun and games, we reinforced
the concept of this warm sunny colour.
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Blue Day
Blue is the colour of the sky and the sea.
It is considered beneficial to the mind
and body. Our little stars had a blast
while learning about the colour blue
with very exciting activities in the
classroom and a rain dance outside.
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Green Day
Green is a colour of calmness and relaxation
and it also provides a sense of vitality and
renewal.
Our little stars rejoiced as they dived into in
their own little “World of Green”. They could
identify all the green objects around them and
were truly amazed to see the mixture of
yellow and blue turning into green.

Family Play

Pretend play serves many purposes and helps to
push the boundaries of play. The imagination of a
child is priceless and pretend play boosts these
skills by allowing children to explore new ideas
and experience life from a different
perspective.
Our Little Oaks dressed up as
different family members and
show cased their role within the
family. Our little pretenders had
a great time.

Grandparents Day
Grandparents are the roots of a family.
They are our guidance. Little Oaks celebrated Grandparent's Day in a very grand and
enthusiastic way with fun filled activities for one and all.
It was all about knowing family better and making the roots stronger.

Fruit Day

Fruit Day
Fruits contain important vitamins, minerals and plant chemicals.
Our Little Oaks stars were fascinated to see the different varieties of fruits
available.
Students identified all the fruits and learnt the names new fruits.
They also learned about facts of different fruits.
The concept of colour was also reinforced.
They were also taught about texture, taste, size and seeds.

Imaginative Farm Day

Imaginative farm play gave our children the opportunity to learn about farm animals.
They enjoyed knowing about their food, and young ones.
They were amazed to know how important farm animals are as they provide us with
so many of our daily needs.
This activity taught our children to love and care for all animals and treat them with
dignity and respect.

Soft Toy Day

The world can sometimes feel like an uncertain scary place.
Toys can help children to cope with these emotions because they represent familiarity and
reassurance.
Our little stars and their enthusiastic peers exchanged soft toys and talked about them, followed
by a pajama party and a delightful scary stories session.

MARKET
VISIT

The Market is a great place to explore and discover new things.
Our Little Oaks stars visited More Super Market.
It helped promote skills like early literacy, early math, recognizing and naming coins, pretend
reading, talking about the items in the market and the job of acashier. They had a great time.

“Pet
day” gave our
children the opportunity
to learn about animals.
They enjoyed watching,
touching and handling them
with care, first hand.
This activity reinforces the fact
that children can be gentle as
well as nurturing.

PET DAY

Raksha Bandhan

Raksha Bandhan in Sanskrit literally means “the tie / knot of protection.
Our Little Oaks tied knots to the trees around the campus and promised to
keep them safe.
They are taught from a young age to be sensitive towards the environment.

N AV R AT R I C E L E BR AT I O N
Navratri is a celebration of colours as well as worship.
Our Little Oaks performed Garba with their enthusiastic peers.
Children wore bright traditional attire to school with vivid colours.
They enjoyed themselves making Rangoli patterns, cards and dancing “Dandiya”.

Diwali
Celebration

Diwali is the festival of lights which symbolizes the inner light that protects us from darkness.
Our little stars came vividly dressed and were thrilled to see the colorful classroom and decorative diyasall around.
They also learnt lantern making, card making as well as understanding the importance of the five days festivities.

Vegetable Garden
“When you grow your own food, you savor it more
because of the efforts it took to get to the table.
Growing your own food has many health benefits”. It
helps you to eat more fresh fruits and vegetables.
Our Little Oaks children initiated this green and fresh
activity in the school campus.
This provided them with many developmental skills. For
example, children can practice locomotor skills, body
management skills and object control skills while they
move from one place to the other carrying tools, soil and
water.
This activity encourages children to eat healthier.
The poems selected were varied and very enjoyable. The
confidence, expression and talent of the young ones made
the event truly memorable.
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Pajama Party

PajamaParty theme is a fun classroom
activity that provides young children with
the opportunity to develop their social
skills in a large group setting.
These activities are fun filled and
teach a lot about relationship building
and peer bonding.
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MOVIE TIME
Movie time with Little Oaks stars is a great experience over all.
This activity enables the children to conduct self-directed activities such
as selling movie tickets, snacks and generally having a good time.

Zoo Visit

Little Oaks organized Zoo Visit on 19th of September 2018-19.
The aim of this day was to provide our children with an experience outside the
classroom which helps the class meet their learning objectives in a range of topics.
What's more the children got to see animals in natural surroundings.

CLEANLINESS DRIVE

CLEANLINESS
IS INDEED
N E X T T O
GODLINESS

Little Oaks organized Cleanliness Drive on 5th of October 2018-19.
The aim of this day was to enable our children to develop a civic sense and the need for
cleanliness in and around our homes and the world we live in.
The programme began with an informative speechas the children took the Swachhta
Shapath in which the students pledged not to litter, clean garbage and keep their
surroundings clean.

Sports Day

Sports Day
Sports Day was a fun filled
celebration for all Preprimary students as they
participated in novelty races
that enhance the physical
development and mental
ability of children.

In the early years, all sporting
activities are focused towards
development of the gross
motor skills of children.
Well-coordinated races
helped the children to
sharpen their reasoning and

problem-solving skills and
most importantly, children
simply love games and
sports.
Sports Day was planned with
a lot of care and each race had
a theme.

Christmas
Day

Little Oaks celebrated Christmas Day on 22nd December 2018
Keeping in mind its multicultural philosophy, the purpose of this celebration was to spread the
message of joy to the world.
The children came to school dressed in Christmas colors.
As they sang Christmas carols and the traditional Jingle Bells, Santa Claus appeared in his red
dress and flowing white beard sharing sweets and hugs all around.

Annual Day Celebration

Annual Day was celebrated on 2nd Feb 19. The theme was “We are the World”.
It was delightful to watch our Pre-Primary children share a message of universal
peace and brotherhood. In spite of their tender years, they told us through song
and dance how important it is for the world to reach out to each other and love one
another like sisters and brothers.

